


REGULATORY NEWS
July 2021 saw important steps forward on the digital euro.

The digital currency is expected to see the light in five years, after the
phase of investigation launched by the ECB on July 14th.
Moreover, the Federal Reserve has returned to cryptocurrencies and has
put stable coins in its sights.

The issue of the significant risk of stable coins to the financial system has
also been highlighted by the European Commission, which in a
communication on digital finance strategy said that stable coins are not
a threat, but the situation could change with the advent of global stable
coins aiming for wider adoption by incorporating features to stabilize
their value.

Meanwhile, the attention of the public authorities to cryptocurrencies and
the attempt to curb their illicit uses is going to increase, especially after
the Consob communication and warning against Binance.

Below, there is a review of the main initiatives adopted in various
countries.

July 1st, 2021:
Indian cryptocurrency exchanges are scrambling to secure viable,
permanent payment solutions to ensure seamless transactions after
banks and payment gateways started cutting ties with them.

The exchanges are struggling to cope after the central bank, the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI), which has said, in May, it does not favor digital
currencies, out of concern over their impact on financial stability,
informally asked banks to steer clear.

July 6th, 2021:
On July 6th, the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN)
announced its first-ever Chief Digital Currency Advisor, Michele Korver.

In her role, Ms. Korver will aim to advance FinCEN’s leadership role in
the digital currency space by working across internal and external
partners toward strategic and innovative solutions to prevent and
mitigate illicit financial practices and exploitation.

https://www.reuters.com/world/india/indian-crypto-exchanges-flounder-banks-cut-ties-after-rbi-frown-2021-07-01/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/haileylennon/2021/07/06/fincen-gets-a-new-crypto-leader-that-appreciates-the-industrys-potential/?sh=3f22ee0131af
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July 5th, 2021:
In a policy paper, the German Banking Industry Committee (GBIC) for
the first time sets out detailed thoughts on the design of a “digital euro”.

In this paper, experts from Germany’s five national banking associations
draw up an ecosystem of innovative forms of money that extends far
beyond the idea of digitalized central bank money, which is referred to
as Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC).

The ECB will probably launch the project for a digital euro in mid-July
2021.

July 9th, 2021:
Central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) have the potential to enhance
the efficiency of cross-border payments, as long as countries work
together.
This is the main conclusion of a joint report released on July 9th by the
Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures, the BIS Innovation
Hub, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank.

The report analyses how CBDCs could facilitate enhanced cross-border
payments, and how practical efforts are taking these considerations
forward.

Facilitating international payments with CBDCs can be achieved through
different degrees of integration and cooperation, ranging from basic
compatibility with common standards to the establishment of
international payment infrastructures.

The analysis highlights both the need for multilateral collaboration on
macro-financial consequences as well as the importance of
interoperability between CBDCs.

July 14th, 2021:
The Governing Council of the European Central Bank (ECB) has decided
on July 14th to launch the investigation phase of a digital euro project.
Following the decision, the President of the Eurogroup Paschal Donohoe
joined the meeting, congratulated the Governing Council and expressed
his full support for the project.

https://die-dk.de/media/files/20210625_DK_Ergebnisdokument_EN.pdf
https://www.bis.org/publ/othp38.pdf
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pr/date/2021/html/ecb.pr210714~d99198ea23.en.html
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“It has been nine months since we published our report on a digital
euro. In that time, we have carried out further analysis, sought input
from citizens and professionals, and conducted some experiments, with
encouraging results. All of this has led us to decide to move up a gear
and start the digital euro project”, says ECB President Christine Lagarde.

“Our work aims to ensure that in the digital age citizens and firms
continue to have access to the safest form of money, central bank
money”.
The investigation phase will last 24 months and aim to address key
issues regarding design and distribution.

July 15th, 2021:
Major cryptocurrency exchange Binance is not authorized to carry out
supervised activities in Italy, the country's market watchdog said on July
15th 2021, joining a string of global regulatory moves against the
platform.

Binance Group companies are not authorized to provide investment
services and activities in Italy, even via the exchange's main website
which has offered information in Italian on derivatives and tokenized
versions of stocks, Consob said in a statement.

July 16th, 2021:
Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen will convene top U.S. financial-market
and bank regulators on July 19th to discuss rules for so-called stable
coins, a key part of the cryptocurrency market where government
officials are increasingly fretting about a lack of oversight.

The meeting of the President’s Working Group on Financial Markets will
“discuss interagency work on stable coins”.

In addition to the Treasury secretary, the working group is comprised of
the heads of the Federal Reserve, Securities and Exchange Commission
and Commodity Futures Trading Commission, and this session will also
include two bank regulators: the Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/other/ecb.digitaleuroscopekeylearnings202107~564d89045e.en.pdf
https://www.reuters.com/world/china/crypto-exchange-binance-not-authorised-italian-regulators-say-2021-07-15/
https://www.consob.it/documents/46180/46181/pr_20210715.pdf/7f78ad2d-a146-4b17-abe8-92efac07f49e
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-07-16/yellen-to-convene-u-s-regulators-to-discuss-stablecoin-rules
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July 17th, 2021:
The decree regulating the operations and powers of the FinTech
Committee, the steering committee set up at the Ministry of the Economy
and Finance, and the conditions and procedures for conducting
experiments in Italy on techno-finance (FinTech) activities entered into
force .

This is an innovative initiative and represents an important step forward
for the digitalization of the country.
For the first time, Italy has a regulatory sandbox, a protected space
dedicated to digital experimentation in the banking, finance and
insurance sectors.

The experimentation will allow FinTech operators to test innovative
solutions, benefiting from a simplified transitional regime and in
constant dialogue with the supervisory authorities: Bank of Italy, Consob,
IVASS.

July 21st, 2021:
On July 21st, 2021, the Milan Hub of the Bank of Italy is fully
operational.

This is the technological hub designed to support the digital evolution of
the financial market.

July 25th, 2021:
Crypto broker CoinBurp is not fully authorized before the planned
launch of its $BURP token and initial exchange offering, Britain's
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) said, in its latest crack down on crypto
trading.

July 26th, 2021:
On 26 July 2021, the Bank of Italy published the paper entitled “A
digital euro: a contribution to the discussion on technical design
choices”, in “Markets, Infrastructures, Payment Systems” series.

After an introduction that illustrates the main characteristics defining a
Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC), the paper presents ongoing
CBDC-related work around the globe, discusses how a digital currency
could support a central bank in performing its functions, and analyses its
key features.

https://www.mef.gov.it/ufficio-stampa/comunicati/2021/Al-via-il-Comitato-FinTech-e-la-sandbox-regolamentare-per-la-digitalizzazione-dei-servizi-finanziari-del-Paese/
https://www.bancaditalia.it/media/notizia/launch-event-for-milano-hub-21-july-2021-at-09-30/
https://www.fca.org.uk/news/news-stories/consumer-warning-coinburp-limited
https://www.bancaditalia.it/pubblicazioni/mercati-infrastrutture-e-sistemi-di-pagamento/questioni-istituzionali/2021-010/N.10-MISP.pdf
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Cryptocurrencies are becoming an increasingly complex and diversified
sector. Among the many initiatives, Visa and Mastercard entered the
world of blockchain.

The accelerated shift of financial services to blockchain continues to
reshape the way businesses, governments and people transact around
the world in real time.

Azimut, a Luxembourg-based asset management company, obtained the
authorization to manage alternative investment funds (AIFs) that will
invest in cryptocurrencies. Looking at the world of NFT, the market is
gaining more and more growth and popularity in various fields, such as
in the world of sport.

However, initiatives to protect savers continue at international level.
Below, there is a review of the main initiatives adopted in various
countries.

July 1st, 2021:
Flying in the face of crypto skeptic, JPMorgan CEO Jamie Dimon, two
senior analysts at his firm argued in a report this week that as
blockchains running more energy-efficient networks than bitcoin and
ethereum increase in popularity, a new way to make mon

July 7th, 2021:
Visa said it had struck partnerships with more than 50 cryptocurrency
platforms and exchanges to allow end-users to spend digital currencies
at 70 million merchants globally via crypto-linked cards.

The announcement came in a company blog post on July 7th which
also noted that more than $1 billion had been spent across those
crypto-linked cards through the first half of the year. Visa's Global Head
of Fintech, Terry Angelos told Karen Webster that enabling the digital
currency traditionally held in account.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/emilymason/2021/07/01/jpmorgan-says-ethereum-upgrades-could-jumpstart-40-billion-staking-industry/?sh=2e54e8261512
https://usa.visa.com/visa-everywhere/blog/bdp/2021/07/06/crypto-linked-cards-see-1625612645562.html
https://www.reuters.com/technology/visa-says-spending-crypto-linked-cards-topped-1-bln-first-half-this-year-2021-07-07/
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July 8th, 2021:
Circle, which provides payments infrastructure for digital currencies, said
on June 8th it would go public in a blank-check merger deal that values
it at $4.5 billion, at a time crypto firms are battling increased regulatory
scrutiny.

Circle will merge with Concord Acquisition Corp, which is backed by
former Barclays boss, Bob Diamond, and the combined entity will be
acquired by a new Irish holding company that will trade on the New
York Stock Exchange.

July 13th, 2021:
21Shares AG, the pioneering issuer of crypto Exchange Traded Products
(ETPs), on July 13th, announced an exclusive partnership with the largest
German online retail platform.

In this innovative partnership, 21Shares was retained as the sole
provider of physically-backed crypto ETPs to the online broker’s savings
plan program (Spar plan)

July 13th, 2021:
British police have seized record hauls of cryptocurrency totaling 294
million pounds ($408 million) as part of an investigation into money
laundering after organized crime groups moved into cryptocurrencies to
wash their dirty money.

July 15th, 2021:
Connoisseurs of Pablo Picasso will soon be able to own a share in one
of his paintings for less than $6,000 - though that won’t actually buy
them the right to see the work, which will be stored under lock and key
in Switzerland.

“Fillette au béret” is being sold - or “tokenized” - via the blockchain in
what Sygnum, the digital asset-focused Swiss bank organizing the sale,
says is a world first.

July 22nd, 2021:
Azimut, with its Luxembourg-based product platform Azimut Investments,
is the first asset management company to obtain from the Luxembourg
supervisory authority, commission de surveillance du secteur financier
(Cssf), authorization to manage investment strategies.

https://www.reuters.com/technology/fintech-firm-circle-go-public-45-bln-blank-check-deal-2021-07-08/
https://www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2021-07-13/21shares-21shares-comdirect-announce-exclusive-crypto-partnership-for-savings-plan
https://www.reuters.com/world/uk/british-police-seize-250-million-cryptocurrency-2021-07-13/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-crypto-currency-art-idCAKBN2EL0NM
https://www.azimut-group.com/documents/20195/1674564/Azimut+is+the+first+asset+management+company+in+Luxembourg.pdf/8d2b3e6f-dbde-44d7-8ab5-c484c3e18dc9
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The authorization allows Azimut Investments to extend its AIFM license to
manage alternative investment funds (AIFs) that will provide exposure to
virtual assets. Azimut will launch Az Raif Digital Asset, the first fund
under Luxembourg law and second in Europe, which will invest in
cryptocurrencies, digital assets, ETFs, funds and equity of fintech or
blockchain-linked companies.

July 20th, 2021:
New Jersey ordered the cryptocurrency platform BlockFi Inc to stop
offering interest-bearing accounts that have raised $14.7 billion from
investors, the state's acting attorney general said on July 20th.

July 20th, 2021:
Electronic payments company Mastercard is streamlining its payments
card offerings for cryptocurrency wallet and exchange companies,
making it easier for them to offer customers crypto-enabled debit cards.

On July 20th, Mastercard announced a partnership with Evolve Bank &
Trust, Paxos Trust Company, and Circle, the principal issuer behind the
world’s second-largest stable coin USDC built on the Ethereum
blockchain, to make it easier for crypto firms to issue debit cards and
holders to spend their digital assets.

Specifically, Mastercard will pilot a new capability to settle transactions
with USDC so that crypto card issuing firms avoid the friction that comes
with making direct crypto to fiat conversions.

Mastercard will accept USDC from card issuers and then exchange the
stable coin fiat currency to settle with the merchant in their local
currency.

July 21st, 2021:
Inter have announced a major new partnership with Chiliz $CHZ, the
leading blockchain providers for the global sports and entertainment
industry. Through this partnership, the club will promote their soon-to-
be-launched $INTER Fan Token from the front of their shirt.

https://www.reuters.com/legal/transactional/new-jersey-orders-blockfi-cryptocurrency-firm-stop-offering-interest-bearing-2021-07-20/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/emilymason/2021/07/20/despite-regulator-skepticism-mastercard-steps-up-to-compete-with-visa-on-stablecoin-payments/?sh=606996796f64
https://www.inter.it/en/news/2021/07/21/socios-new-inter-shirt-partner.html
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July 25th, 2021:
Several years ago, Alibaba created the Chinese Taobao Maker Festival
for young Chinese entrepreneurs to show their products. This year,
Alibaba included real estate NFTs in its lineup.

The Chinese artist Heshan Huang worked with Web3 Games and NEAR
Protocol to create virtual building NFTs, including ten luxury single-family
villas, 300 high-end units, and 1,000 parasols within the virtual Bu Tu
Garden Community.

Bu Tu Garden Community is part of Huang’s ‘Toorich City Series” NFT
collection.

July 26th, 2021:
On June 22nd, the company Amazon published a job posting for a
“digital currency and blockchain lead” and at the end of July London-
based business publication published an unconfirmed report (based on
an anonymous “insider”), saying that Amazon could start accepting
bitcoin payments “by the end of the year” and is investigating its own
token for 2022.

It also noted that the company was getting ready to accept payments in
bitcoin, ether, cardano, and bitcoin cash.

But, on July 26th, Amazon.com Inc denied the same media report: the
e-commerce giant is not looking to accept bitcoin payments by the end
of the year.

July 27th, 2021:
AS Roma and Zytara Labs announced, on July 27th, that the companies
have signed a €36M ($42M), three-year exclusive product partnership
agreement, with support from the DigitalBits Foundation.

This partnership further cements the Club's commitment to technological
advancement and will provide innovative and unique opportunities to AS
Roma fans around the world.

AS Roma becomes the world's first professional football organisation to
broadly embrace blockchain technology to this degree. Going forward,
the DigitalBits blockchain will be completely integrated with the club,
providing a seamless, advanced experience for new users and fans
alike.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/cathyhackl/2021/07/25/metaverse-weekly-snaps-new-ar-aquisition-roblox-launches-podcast-facebook-will-be-a-metaverse-company-fox-announces-avatar-signging-competition-and-more/?sh=23f278d7f1e4
https://www.amazon.jobs/en/jobs/1644513/digital-currency-and-blockchain-product-lead
https://www.forbes.com/sites/ninabambysheva/2021/07/26/amazon-bitcoin-rumors-send-the-cryptocurrency-surging-towards-40000/?sh=5fe9a73552f2
https://www.reuters.com/business/retail-consumer/amazon-denies-report-accepting-bitcoin-payment-2021-07-26/
https://www.asroma.com/it/notizie/2021/07/zytara-diventa-main-global-partner-del-club

